Supporters 2015-16

Corporate Support

Aegon
Arts & Business Scotland
Baillie Gifford
Patrick Bourne & Co
The Edinburgh Residence
EY
Farrow and Ball
Rathbones
Tesco Bank

Donors

The Scottish Government
Heritage Lottery Fund Scotland
National Heritage Memorial Fund
NGS Foundation
The Art Fund
Creative Scotland

Players of People’s Postcode Lottery
Friends of the National Galleries of Scotland
Patrons of the National Galleries of Scotland
American Patrons of the National Library and Galleries of Scotland
Jerald and the Hon Emy Lou Baldridge
The Barns-Graham Charitable Trust
Ewan and Christine Brown
Anne Buddle
Mary Campbell
Chosen by Laria Catherine Campbell, a gift from her Grandmother 21.10.2015
Michael Clarke
Edinburgh Decorative and Fine Arts Society
Alison Elliot
The Fine Art Society

Former Officers of HMS Claverhouse (Forth Division R.N.R.)
Fiona Holmes
Kimberly C. Louis Stewart Foundation
Martin and Roni Lovegrove on behalf of Ewan and Christine Brown
The Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation, Inc
Flowers by Maxwell
Catherine Muirden
Walter and Norma Nimmo
Alison Petrie
Ben and Lucy Thomson
To celebrate the birth of Greta Morvern Watson on 10th July 2015
Alison Watt

Legacies

William Leonard Jacob